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Abstract
This paper summarizes key research findings in
the area of real-time performance and predictabil-
ity of multimedia applications in cloud infrastruc-
tures, namely: outcomes of the IRMOS European
Project, addressing predictability of standard vir-
tualized infrastructures; Osprey, an Operating Sys-
tem with a novel design suitable for a multitude of
heterogeneous workloads including real-time soft-
ware; MediaCloud, a novel run-time architecture
for offering on-demand multimedia processing facil-
ities with unprecedented dynamism and flexibility
in resource management.
The paper highlights key research challenges ad-
dressed by these projects and shortly presents ad-
ditional questions lying ahead in this area.
1 Introduction
The continuous evolution of computation and com-
munication technologies is causing a paradigm
shift in our own idea of computing. Indeed, the
widespread availability of broadband connections is
simply leading to the end of the Personal Computer
era, marking the beginning of a new era where com-
puting is mostly distributed. Users not only recur
to “the network” to retrieve contents. They also
store and manage their data remotely, keeping it
accessible from a variety of heterogeneous devices
and widespread locations. Users exhibit increas-
ingly challenging requirements on the computing
capabilities remotely accessible, not limiting them-
selves to delegate off-line computations to remote
servers, but rather expecting more and more in-
teractive and real-time applications to be readily
available on-demand. This is witnessed by the in-
creasing use of on-line collaborative document edit-
ing or video authoring services, for example.
Being a major driver to the Cloud Computing
model, a key role in the new panorama is being
played by virtualization. With the possibility to
host multiple virtualized machines seamlessly onto
the same physical hardware, the possibility to cre-
ate virtual network overlays abstracting away from
the actual network topology, and the possibility
to dynamically live-migrate virtualized machines
while they are running, virtualization technologies
constitute an enabler for flexible and efficient man-
agement of physical resources in data centers.
However, an application domain where the
provisioning of interactive on-line services with
nearly “real-time” responsiveness remains challeng-
ing from a technical viewpoint is the domain of
multimedia. Indeed, multimedia contents are char-
acterized by an isochronous delivery model, where
for example audio or video frames need to be de-
livered at perfectly regular intervals. However, the
network over which most of these contents are dis-
tributed nowadays, the Internet, has not been de-
signed with predictability in mind. Furthermore,
often multimedia servers that need to deliver con-
tents to many users concurrently make use of soft-
ware technologies (e.g., Operating System, middle-
ware, etc.) that have been designed for best-effort
performance, not for predictable execution. Even
more, the use of multimedia compression algo-
rithms leads to a naturally fluctuating networking
and computing workload that is usually reflected
in variable execution and transmission times. Last,
but not least, the use of virtualization technolo-
gies increases further the unpredictable behaviors
in the execution of services, as due to the increased
degree of sharing of physical resources (particularly
computing and networking) among different (often
heterogeneous) applications. The overall outcome
is an irregular, randomly varying and unpredictable
delivery of multimedia contents to end users, mak-
ing it very difficult to adhere to precise QoS speci-
fications in Service Level Agreements (SLAs) [13].
2 Related Work
The problem of guaranteeing stable Quality of Ser-
vice levels to cloud and distributed applications has
been investigated on multiple levels.
The performance implications of data move-
ments have received a lot of attention in the cloud
environment, e.g., for proximity reasons [27] and
bulk data migration purposes [16]. Placement of
computations in large distributed clouds was hy-
pothetically evaluated in [9]. When dealing with
deployments spanning geographically distributed
data centers, it has been proposed [24] to consider
network requirements for the selection of comput-
ing locations across the WAN under various sce-
narios. In [30], authors show the benefits of con-
sidering the network topology and overall demand
for response times when load-balancing workloads
across neighboring data centers. In [6], it is pro-
posed to leverage end-to-end application-level la-
tency expression specifications for optimal place-
ment across geographically distributed locations.
In [3], a placement algorithm is proposed that finds
a mapping for components of an application with a
minimal diameter of the spanned network graph.
Concerning the isolation of virtualized software
on the computing level, authors proposed [20] to
use an EDF-based scheduling algorithm [21] for
Linux on the host to schedule Virtual Machines
(VMs). Unfortunately, the proposed scheduler is
built into a user-space process (VSched), leading
to unacceptable context switch overheads. Further-
more, VSched cannot properly guarantee temporal
isolation in presence of a VM that blocks and un-
blocks, e.g., as due to I/O. IRMOS has improved
over these approaches (see Section 3).
Some authors investigated [14] the performance
isolation of virtual machines, focusing on the ex-
ploitation of various scheduling policies available
in the Xen hypervisor [8]. Furthermore, various en-
hancements to the Xen credit scheduler have been
proposed [12] to address various issues related to
the temporal isolation and fairness among the CPU
share dedicated to each VM. Adaptive CPU allo-
cation has been proposed [23] to maintain a sta-
ble performance of VMs, using application-specific
metrics to run the necessary QoS control loops.
Concluding, while various solutions have been
proposed to the problem of performance isolation
in virtualized environments, these are either not
focused on critical parameters that are necessary
for running real-time applications, or they lack of
a proper low-level real-time scheduling infrastruc-
ture, which is needed for supporting temporal isola-
tion among concurrently running software compo-
nents. The following section explains how IRMOS
addressed these issues.
3 IRMOS/ISONI Platform
The IRMOS European Project1 has investigated
on how to enhance execution of real-time multi-
media applications in distributed virtualized infras-
tructures. The IRMOS Intelligent Service-Oriented
Networking Infrastructure (ISONI) [28, 24] acts as
a Cloud Computing IaaS provider, managing and
virtualizing a set of physical computing, networking
and storage resources available within a provider
domain. One of the key innovations introduced by
ISONI is its capability to ensure guaranteed lev-
els of resource allocation for individual hosted ap-
plications. In ISONI, each distributed application
is specified by a Virtual Service Network (VSN), a
graph whose vertexes represent Application Service
Components (ASCs), deployed as VMs, and whose
edges represent communications among them. VSN
elements are associated with precise computing and
networking requirements. These are fulfilled thanks
to the allocation and admission control logic pur-
sued by ISONI for VM instantiation, and to the
low-level mechanisms shortly described in what fol-
lows. A comprehensive ISONI overview is out of the
scope of this paper and can be found in [28, 24].
Isolation of Computing. In order to provide
scheduling guarantees to individual VMs scheduled
on the same system, processor and core, IRMOS in-
corporates a deadline-based scheduler [7] for Linux.
It provides temporal isolation among multiple pos-
sibly complex software components, such as entire
VMs. It uses a variation of the CBS algorithm [1],
based on EDF, for ensuring that each group of pro-
cesses/threads is scheduled on the available CPUs
1Interactive Real-time Multimedia Applications on
Service-oriented Infrastructures. More information is avail-
able at: http://www.irmosproject.eu.
for a specified time every VM-specific period.
Isolation of Networking. Isolation of the traffic
of independent VMs within ISONI is achieved by a
VSN-individual virtual address space and by polic-
ing the network traffic of each deployed VSN. The
virtual addresses overlay avoids unwanted crosstalk
between services sharing physical network links.
Mapping individual virtual links onto diverging
network paths allows for a higher utilization of
the network infrastructure by mixing only compat-
ible traffic classes under similar predictability con-
straints and by allowing selection of more than just
the shortest path. Traffic policing avoids that the
network traffic going through the same network el-
ements causes any overload leading to an uncon-
trolled growth of loss rate, delay and jitter for the
network connections of other VSNs. It is impor-
tant to highlight that ISONI allows for the specifi-
cation of the networking requirements in terms of
common and technology-neutral traffic characteri-
zation parameters, such as the needed guaranteed
average and peak bandwidth, latency and jitter.
An ISONI transport network adaptation layer ab-
stracts from technology-specific QoS mechanisms
of the networks, like Differentiated Services [5], In-
tegrated Services [32, 31] and MPLS [25]. The
specified VSN networking requirements are met by
choosing the most appropriate transport network,
among the available ones. More detailed infor-
mation on QoS provisioning between data centers
within an ISONI domain is given in [29]. Other
interesting results from the research carried out in
IRMOS include algorithms for the optimum place-
ment of distributed virtualized applications with
probabilistic end-to-end latency requirements [18],
a probabilistic model for dealing with workload
variations in elastic cloud services [17] and the use
of neural networks for estimating the performance
of VM execution under different scheduling config-
urations [19]. The effectiveness of IRMOS/ISONI
has been demonstrated, among others, through an
e-Learning demonstrator [10].
4 Ongoing and Future Work
The IRMOS project has addressed various chal-
lenges in the area of predictable execution of virtu-
alized multimedia applications. However, a num-
ber of problems still remain unaddressed. For ex-
ample, these workloads would benefit from lighter
run-time environments than VM instances contain-
ing full-fledged OSes, as used in current cloud in-
frastructures. These are among the motivations of
MediaCloud [11] and Osprey [26], two projects from
Bell Labs described below.
MediaCloud. Handling the predicted growth of
video and media traffic is one of the key challenges
future generation networks need to address. Up to
now, cache-assisted delivery schemes [15] enabled
the networks to scale with the data traffic imposed
by video centric services. However, video delivery
is becoming more tailored to the specific user ac-
cessing it (e.g., user-specific ads). Moreover, future
video centric media services will see more people ac-
tively producing content. Also, the area of on-line
gaming has a growing interest in providing highly
dynamic and interactive multimedia. With more
contents dynamically produced, customized and ac-
cessed from mobile devices, intermediate processing
of media streams will need an unprecedented degree
of dynamism and adaptability that go beyond the
possibilities of today’s virtualized infrastructures.
Indeed, the contemporary cloud computing
model is based on virtual machines that are stat-
ically allocated ahead of time, before it is known
who accesses which contents and from where. Fur-
thermore, only relatively small and infrequent ad-
justments can be done dynamically, as due to the
unavoidable “inertia” behind migration of VMs,
whose contained OSes often amount to GB of data
for the OS volatile memory and tens of GB for
the VM disk image. In consequence, today’s ap-
plications are typically designed in a way, that
data has to be moved through the network to
where the application is executed [27] which proves
costly for live multimedia contents. We believe that
this paradigm will change in the future, meaning
that an intelligent infrastructure will also force the
movement of applications in the line of data and de-
mand sources. Therefore we are working on ways to
optimize the delivery of (real-time) media services
on top of a distributed cloud environment.
The MediaCloud Project [4] is investigating novel
virtualized computing paradigms specifically tied
to multimedia applications, where the location of
media processing can be quickly altered at run-
time, when sources and destinations of the mul-
timedia applications are known. Moving towards a
largely distributed service execution paradigm re-
quires software to be split up into fine-grained ser-
vice components. Designing a service from a plu-
rality of atomic service components requires an on-
line set-up of how those components interact, that
is, which media flows the components exchange at
service run-time. The customer of such a service
should not need to care about the location of ex-
ecution in the network. MediaCloud takes care of
finding best-fit resources during service run-time,
when sources and sinks of relevant media streams
are known, resulting in reduced end-to-end service
latencies and oﬄoaded networks by keeping traffic
local. The execution framework ensures fluent me-
dia flow forwarding between service components.
This deferred allocation puts the foundation for
very efficient management of resources. However,
one of the main challenges to address is the instan-
tiation of the required media processing functions
that needs to be performed so quickly as to not im-
pact the QoE for the end users. The achievement
of such a goal is severely obstructed by the use of
machine virtualization. Investigations and exper-
iments have shown that using fully-fledged oper-
ating systems inside a virtual machine as execu-
tion containers can hardly offer the required per-
formance, scalability and efficiency for running dis-
tributed real-time media-centric services [4].
MediaCloud introduces a lightweight execution
container design, which is fully optimized for sup-
porting efficient execution of fine-grained service
components. These can be added and deleted and
media flows can be moved between, added to or
removed from components at run-time. Such dy-
namic mechanisms in combination with the ability
to move service components between execution re-
sources in the network during run-time, build the
basic foundation for an efficient, top-performing
and scalable service execution on distributed pro-
cessing resources in the network.
MediaCloud introduces a novel flow driven ex-
ecution environment optimized for the processing
of media functions, which departs from traditional
software stacks being deployed in today’s virtual-
ized cloud infrastructures.
Preliminary measurements [11] performed on the
prototype implementation proved that MediaCloud
is able to provide the envisaged level of agile re-
source allocation and utilization. It supports in-
stantiation of media processing functions, as well
as re-assignment of media processing components
across processing resources, in the time-frame of 2
to 3 milliseconds, in some investigated scenarios.
Even highly optimized VM-based systems can
accomplish these tasks in seconds but not in mil-
liseconds. Additional investigations indicate that
MediaCloud is also able to achieve much more ef-
ficient resource utilization. A collection of coop-
erative media processing tasks executed on a Me-
diaCloud controlled processing resource consumed
only about half of the resources needed when do-
ing the same job by making each task a process on
the Linux OS. At the same time, we could show
significantly better end-to-end service delay figures
for a collection of media processing components ex-
ecuted on MediaCloud despite its lower resource
utilization.
Osprey. As discussed above, while bringing a
number of advantages in terms of ease of (and seam-
less) management of software, machine virtualiza-
tion in itself is also constituting the root cause of
many technically unnecessary overheads in today’s
cloud applications. Indeed, virtualized infrastruc-
tures have replicated software layers providing sim-
ilar functions, such as resources management and
allocation (e.g., CPU scheduling, memory and pe-
ripheral management). Also, many attempts to re-
duce such overheads so as to obtain a smarter re-
source management among the hypervisor and the
hosted guest OSes usually result in the increase of
the degree of para-virtualization of the guest OSes,
reducing the advantages of full machine virtual-
ization (e.g., seamless server consolidation and in-
creased isolation/security).
As a consequence, we claim that more attention
should be devoted to OS virtualization instead, a
technique allowing for a single Operating System to
create multiple isolated “domains”, where indepen-
dent software can be deployed. For example, the
Linux LXC project2 and FreeBSD Jails3 provide
such a mechanism. However, even though apply-
ing QoS-aware (or real-time) resource management
techniques in a General-Purpose OS (GPOS) is
principally possible, as shown in IRMOS by patch-
ing the Linux kernel with a real-time scheduler [7],
nonetheless this leads to a suboptimal solution from
a number of viewpoints. Still, we keep having repli-
cated functionality among the hypervisor and guest
OSes. Furthermore, there are resource wastes due
2More information is available at: http://lxc.sf.net.
3More information is available at: http://www.freebsd.
org/doc/en\_US.ISO8859-1/books/handbook/jails.html.
to the unawareness of the host and guest sched-
ulers, i.e., in order to guarantee certain real-time
performance levels, more resources need to be al-
located than strictly needed, because of the hierar-
chical composition of schedulers [2]. Furthermore,
a GPOS is designed for a relatively low number of
processes/cores and tasks to handle. However, a
big server in a virtualized data center may easily
include tens/hundreds of cores in a single machine.
A nowadays GPOS does not have the necessary de-
gree of scalability and flexibility in configuration
that allow for an efficient management of resources
in these conditions.
Osprey [26] is a new OS under development
at Bell Laboratories suitable for a multitude of
future computing scenarios, including: embed-
ded systems; cloud-hosted real-time multimedia
applications with tight timing requirements and
highly fluctuating and horizontally scalable re-
source requirements; future data-intensive and
high-performance applications. Osprey includes
mechanisms for scalable, low-overhead and energy-
aware resources management and scheduling, sup-
porting predictable execution. The OS can be de-
ployed with a very small memory footprint and a
lightweight set of functionality, so as to fit within
embedded devices dealing with multimedia (e.g.,
smart phones, set-top boxes, smart TVs, etc...),
and very fast boot-up times, so to reduce energy-
consumption due to stand-by modes. Osprey can
be deployed within network elements, such as base
stations, routers, firewalls. In cloud computing en-
vironments, Osprey is suitable both for thin clients
and for provider-side run-time environments for fu-
ture cloud applications. It includes OS-level vir-
tualization, and an OS architecture featuring a
very small micro-kernel, just capable of switching
between address spaces and fielding system calls,
traps and interrupts. It uses asynchronous com-
munication primitives among core OS components
and for user-kernel space interactions, reducing un-
needed overheads. Also, it includes into the core
OS mechanisms for check-pointing, migration and
recovery of processes, enabling fault-tolerance.
Finally, Osprey integrates Pepys [22], a novel net-
working protocol for content distribution, with na-
tive and efficient support for named replicated con-
tents and mobile users. It also avoids unneeded
copies of data across the network stack, enabling
high-performance data-intensive applications.
5 Conclusions
In this paper, key research efforts in the area of real-
time performance and predictability for multimedia
applications in cloud infrastructres have been sum-
marized, along with some of the research challenges
that deserve further attention, and a short overview
of ongoing research projects promising to address
these challenges.
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